
Introduction

Welcome! 
I’m excited you’ve decided to create 

with me. I’m a self-taught designer 

and seamstress. I founded Rustic 
Horseshoe in 2009. 

I hope you enjoy creating your 
version of this cutie as much as I 
enjoyed designing it! I originally 
created my rodeo bull pattern 
in the fall of 2014. My pattern 
templates are hand drafted then 
put into their finished digital 
format. 

Thank you for reviewing my 
copyright statement and terms 
of use at the end of this tutorial. I 
greatly appreciate your honesty 
and respect of the hard work I 
put into developing my patterns. 

We are all diverse in our 
methods of sewing and crafting. 
I offer suggestions for different 
options and encrouage you to 
find what suits you best.

It is beneficial to read this tutorial 

in its entirety before beginning 

this project. I stand behind all 

of my products and encourage 

you to contact me if you have 

any questions along the way. 

My contact information can be 

found at the end of this tutorial. 

Now that I have that out of the 

way…what are you waiting for?! 

Let’s get this adorable bull made!

Every child needs to be active and use their imagination!  

A perfect outlet for unlimited imagination is this classic children’s 

toy. The stick horse dates back to at least the 16th century. It truly 

is a timeless toy whether it’s a horse, bull or other animal.

These size reference photos will help you determine which size 

is most suited for your needs. Each stick animal design is offered 

in these two size formats depicted here in my Mustang Collection 

Stick Horse. 

TODDLER SIZE
Model is 3 years old and 40" tall

Head is ~8" x 8" without horns and 

~4" wide, total ~26" long

STANDARD SIZE
Model is 6 years old and 50" tall

Head is ~12" x 12" without horns and 

~6" wide, total ~40" long
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Construction & Assembly
1. Treat the dowel & apply ball dowel cap

Sand the dowel as needed, apply oil, stain or paint as 

desired or leave natural. If using a ball cap, drill the 

hole as needed in the ball cap and place on one end 

of the dowel using wood glue or hot glue, this is to 

go inside the animal’s head. If desired, place another 

ball cap on the other end if you’d like one on the 

exposed end of the dowel (I recommend wood glue 

rather than hot glue for the exposed ball). Be sure to 

apply the same treatment to the ball cap that will be 

exposed as you did to the stick (i.e. paint, stain, oil, 

etc) Set the prepared dowel aside until ready for use.

   

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
Alternative to using a wooden ball you can create a 

'pad’ to top the dowel and provide similar protection. 

Step 1: Cut the “optional 

dowel topper” from fabric, 

I use canvas. 

Step 2: Sew the 5 darts 

along the seams indicated 

on the pattern template 

and turn right side out. 

   

Step 3: Place as much  

fiber filling in the dowel 

topper as you can.

Step 4: Place the filled 

dowel topper over top of 

the end of the dowel you’ll 

place inside the animal’s 

head. Tuck  any hanging 

fiber filling inside as 

needed. Wrap yarn or 

other string around the 

base of the dowel topper. 

Wrap the yarn tightly and 

several times around, then 

tie to secure. (You can 

alternatively staple or zip tie this in place.) 

2. Applique
If you are appliqueing fabric eyes rather than using 

safety bolted eyes, now is the time to machine 

applique them in place as well as any other markings 

or embellishments needing machine applique.

3. Construct the Horns
Choose the horn width you’d like and cut along the 

appropriate line on the horn template. For reference, 

my rodeo bull has the wider horns and my Highland 

cow has the slimmer horns.

Optional: Blunt end or 

tapered tip? If you want 

a blunted tip, skip this 

step (rodeo bulls have 

blunted tips). To create a 

horn with a tapered tip 

the same color as the rest 

of the horn, simply tape the horn and horn tip pattern 

template pieces together along the straight edges, 

overlapped ¼", and cut the full horn from the fabric 

of choice. To create a tip with a different color, cut the 

horn and horn tip from the fabrics of choice. Place 

the tip right sides together with the end of the horn, 

straight edges aligned. Sew using a ¼" seam allowance. 

Repeat with all horn sides. Your horn sides are now 

ready to proceed to construction of the horns.
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Free Mini Tutorials
Find many free tutorials on my website.  These 

tutorials include making applique eyes if you prefer 

to have fabric eyes instead of plastic eyes.  They also 

include fun variations such as painting plastic eyes 

or making lush eyelashes from feathers and more!

Take a look at www.RusticHorseshoe.com in the 

'Mini Tutorials' section.

Find more inspiration and projects at www.RusticHorseshoe.com


